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Everything you need to  
know about energy audits.  
National Electric Code 56/2016

Compliance with 
climate and energy 
targets.

The main targets are defined by 
three milestones:

Introduction

On 14 November 2016 the deadline ex-
pired for performing energy audits, as stip-
ulated in National Electric Code 56/2016 
published on 13 February. This electric 
code defines all the requirements for au-
dits as well as the different penalties for 
not complying with them.

Essentially, this electric code aims to com-
ply with the package of measures that en-
sure compliance with the climate change 
and energy targets for 2020 set by the Eu-
ropean Commission.
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Which companies are affected by Na-
tional Electric Code 56/2016?

NEC 56/2016 states that energy audits 
must be performed by large companies 
with more than 250 employees or with 
turnover exceeding €50 M or balance 
sheets over €43 M. Large corporations 
are also required to do them. Moreover, 
non-compliance may generate fines of 
up to €60,000.

These companies are required to repeat 

the energy audit every four years, as de-
fined in National Electric Code 56/2016.

How to demonstrate compliance with 
National Electric Code 56/2016?

Although the deadline for performing and 
submitting energy audits has expired, it 
is essential for companies in non-com-
pliance to plan and carry out their own 
energy audits. It is important to recall that 
relevant authorities can make unsched-
uled visits requesting traceable data on 

the implementation of an Electric Energy 
Management System. As stated in an ex-
cerpt from Article 5 of National Electric 
Code 56/2016:

In section 1: "The agency of the autono-
mous region or the cities of Ceuta or Me-
lilla with authority in the area of energy 
efficiency shall carry out, establish and 
apply an independent system for inspect-
ing the performance of energy audits, 
for which they shall conduct as many in-
spections as they consider necessary to 
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monitor compliance with the requirement 
to perform energy audits in all companies 
to which this National Electric Code ap-
plies, as well as to guarantee and check 
their quality.”

In section 2: “The inspection shall be per-
formed annually on a random selection 
of at least a statistically significant pro-
portion of the energy audits performed 
in each four-year period.”

What solutions exist to comply with National Electric Code 56/2016?

As we have seen, it is highly recommendable to perform an energy study, 
even though the legal deadline has expired, in order to comply with cur-
rent regulations. 

There are two ways to perform an energy audit to ensure the requirements 
imposed by National Electric Code 56/2016:

Installation of a permanent 
EMS (Energy Management 
System).

The implementation of an Energy 
Management System (EMS) re-
quires the installation of metering 
equipment that generates a con-
tinuous data log. This provides re-
al and traceable information that 
can be used to detect anomalies 
and opportunities for improve-
ment in reducing and improving 
energy consumption, with a direct 
impact on the reduction of green-
house gas emissions.

Performing audits using port-
able units.

The second option for perform-
ing energy audits is with portable 
metering equipment to establish 
a consumption baseline for a fa-
cility and provide traceable data 
that can be used to draw up a 
strategic plan for improving the 
consumption and energy effi-
ciency of the facilities.

This means that in the event of an 
inspection by personnel from the 
competent authorities, not having 
a current audit will result in non-
compliance with NEC 56/2016 and 
the corresponding government 
fine.

CIRCUTOR offers MYeBOX®: a brand new portable power and power 
quality analyzer to help companies perform energy audits, which is 
innovative and very easy to use. 

ARE THERE PENALTIES FOR FAILURE 
TO COMPLY?

Failure to comply can incur fines of up to 
60,000 euros for energy audits

WHEN SHOULD I SUBMIT 
THE AUDIT?

Once every four years



Savings on travel, time and money

Display and remote configuration 
in MYeBOX® Cloud

What sets the unit apart 
from the competition is 
the addition of a wireless 
connection for full remote 
control.

MYeBOX®: The best unit for perform-
ing energy efficiency audits.

CIRCUTOR introduces its new port-
able wireless power and power quality 
analyzer for performing energy audits: 
MYeBOX®.

The unit is designed to measure and log 
electrical parameters and consumption 
of other energy sources, featuring the 
latest technology for portable metering. 
What sets the unit apart from the com-
petition is the addition of a wireless con-
nection for full remote control.

The unit has built-in Wi-Fi and/or 3G 
systems to configure, monitor and re-
cord data using smartphones or tablets 
from any location, without the need to be 
on-site. With the free MYeBOX® app (for 
Android and IOS) users can wirelessly 
change settings, download the log, send 
it to the free MYeBOX® Cloud server, 
share it with other people, and receive 
alarm messages.

Advantages include allowing users to:
  Display measurements in real time 
  Start and stop data recording
  Access and view stored data

  Send stored data to the cloud server 
for free: MYeBOX® Cloud
  Send alarms via email
  Easily share files

Additionally, the MYeBOX® uses two 
storage systems. Its internal memory 
can log consumption variables and sup-
ply quality events on the device itself, 
and the MYeBOX® Cloud server can 
automatically save a back-up version of 
this data. It is a free space in the cloud 
where users can quickly and conveni-
ently download the measurements from 
anywhere with Internet access.

What are the advantages of the  
MYeBOX® unit?

As we have seen, NEC 56/2016 not only 
aims to incentivise reduced energy con-
sumption but also to reduce the emission 
of greenhouse gases. For that reason, 

MYeBOX® units not only log consump-
tion variables but also log CO2 emissions 
and the monetary cost of that energy (in 
any currency: euros, dollars, pesos, etc.).

It is worth noting that the unit can come 
with two digital inputs for complete con-
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New audit system
MYeBOX® System

ISO 50001
MYeBOX® allows you to take your measurement information 

with you wherever and whenever you want. It is a vital tool 

for any energy audit or ISO 50001 certification.

trol of the installation. The inputs can be 
programmed to gather impulses from 
other energy meters, whether they are 
mechanical, for water, gas, heat, etc. 
This function makes the unit an es-
sential, as energy audits study not only 
electrical aspects but also analyse en-
ergy flows and the most representative 
consumptions.

The inputs can also be used to detect 
status changes (open/closed) for safety 
control, either to report a status change 
in protections (tripping of a relay) or to 
activate an intrusion, fire or flood alarm. 
A change recorded by one of these in-
puts can also be used to change a tariff, 
grouping together consumption, emission 
and monetary cost data for two different 
energy sources (mains/ generator).
 
In addition to its two inputs, MYeBOX® 
may feature two transistor outputs to 
report alarms. The unit can programme 
limits (value and time) for each variable, 
including quality events (gaps, overvolt-
ages, interruptions and transients) or 
digital input status changes to save the 
event in its internal memory, activate the 
transistor as an alarm, and send an email 
to maintenance managers to immediately 
inform them of any alarm in the facility.

kW

MYeBOX Cloud
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A very common error with this type of ap-
plication is poor sensing of the current 
variable due to the current clamp scale 
being selected improperly. MYeBOX® 
units automatically detect the scale of 
the connected clamp and if the clamp is 
multi-scale it can be adjusted using the 
app. If the current scale is programmed 
incorrectly, the usual solution is to go to 
the facility to change the configuration of 
the unit and start taking measurements 
again. This process incurs an extra cost 
both in terms of the time spent and the 
cost of travel. To reduce this expense, 
MYeBOX® units can be programmed to 
change scale, and start and stop taking 
measurements, remotely.

Last but not least is how the unit can re-
cord variables, also known as granular-
ity. Power analyzers commonly record 
all variables over a set time defined by 
the user. MYeBOX® lets users select 
the recording time for each parameter 
individually, allowing them to choose log 
times of 1 second, 1 minute, 5 minutes, 
15 minutes, 1 hour or 1 day for each vari-
able. This new feature gives users more 
precise control of every variable, letting 
them program a shorter time for more 
critical variables like voltage and current, 
and longer times for less critical values 
like energy.

Reduces indirect costs

Having remote control entails a direct 
reduction in transportation-related ex-
penses. Performing an audit requires a 
series of trips to the facility in question: 
going to connect the unit, going back to 
disconnect it, downloading the memory, 
preparing the report and returning to pre-
sent solutions. Using a remote control 
unit with cloud data makes it possible to 
download the memory online and submit 
the report as soon as the unit is unin-
stalled, saving trips and therefore time 
and money. 

Importantly, a remote connection ena-
bles the solving of unit connection prob-
lems, which are very common in these 
studies. Remote connectivity makes it 
possible to detect configuration errors, 
reconfigure the unit remotely, and re-
activate the recording of internal data. 
Problems like an improperly installed 
current clamp will result in the calculated 
energy being incorrect, and problems like 
mismatched current and voltage phases 
lead to errors in calculating power factor, 
cosine phi, power and energy. 
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MYeBOX® features two digital inputs that can be fully configured by 
the user in order to adapt to the needs of each installation. 

It also features two transistor outputs 
to report alarms.

The unit also records variables, a feature 
known as granularity.
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Without remote connectivity these errors 
require measurements to be repeated 

(lasting hours, days or weeks) with the 
associated costs of the various trips to 
correct them.

Don't forget safety

A poorly configured or connected power 
analyzer requires going back into the 
switchboard to solve the problem, which 
entails its own electrical hazards. If, 
moreover, the measurements are being 
taken in medium voltage, more time must 

Fig. 1
MYeBOX®  lets you correct, either locally or remotely, 
any installation error on the current sensors.

Fig .2
It also lets you resolve, locally or remotely, any 
error on the voltage measurement connections.

be spent to comply with safety protocols.

Remote configuration using a smart-
phone or tablet makes it possible to 
solve all these problems without having 
to come into contact with active areas of 
the installation and avoiding electrical 
hazard.

Automatic free reports

As we have seen, MYeBOX® saves 
logged files in its internal memory and 
can also automatically send them to the 
cloud server. So data can be downloaded 

Thanks to the remote 
configuration of MYeBOX®, 
you can correct connection 
errors and obtain the correct 
measurements without having 
to return to the facility.
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Conclusions

As we now know, mandatory 
compliance with NEC 56/2016 
requires large companies to per-
form energy audits. In addition to 
complying with current law, it is 
important for all of us to minimise 
our economic and climate impact. 

directly from the unit or by calling up the 
server, and a link can be generated so 
the data can be downloaded and shared 
with other users.

CIRCUTOR offers its free software tool 
PowerVision+ for opening downloaded 
files, where any user can view the data 
logged by the analyzer in graphic or table 
format and export them in Excel or text 
format.

PowerVision+ lets each user create their 
own templates based on the study they 
need to perform, adding graphics, tables, 
images, text, etc. Once the template has

been created, any downloaded file must 
simply be loaded into it and the software 
will fill in the report with real data, which 
can be printed for submission to end cli-
ents. Preparing a report is no longer a te-
dious task, and time and effort are saved.

PowerVision+ can also do an automatic 
study of the voltage supply quality of 
any installation, applying the current EN 
50160 quality supply regulation in force. 
And, by simply pushing a button, it will 
automatically produce a report indicat-
ing the status of each electrical param-
eter according to the current regulatory 
framework.»

myebox.es
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At CIRCUTOR we encourage 
companies to perform energy 
audits for several reasons:

•	To improve their overall en-
ergy efficiency in order to re-
duce consumption and costs.

•	To comply with current law.

•	To foster global commitments 
to slowing climate change.

•	To incentivise eco-efficiency.


